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FAANG is now FAMGA (Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon). This is the message Applico has been
communicating for the past couple years, dating back to Alex’s Fox Business interview in 2019. And since Netﬂix’s annual
report was released this month, Netﬂix’s high-growth tech story has been debunked. Instead, Netﬂix is just a movie
studio with better digital pipes than its competitors. And, unfortunately for Netflix, those pipes can be replicated.
Why is it that Netﬂix has fallen out of grace so quickly with investors? Because it’s not a platform business. And that’s
precisely why it’s not in the WisdomTree Growth Leaders Fund (PLAT) , which seeks to track the price and yield
performance, before fees and expenses, of the WisdomTree Growth Leaders Index (WTMDPL).

A platform business connects two user groups together: consumers and producers (in this case, content creators). Let’s
compare YouTube versus Netflix as a comparison of platform versus linear. YouTube has millions of content creators who
willingly contribute videos onto the YouTube platform—for free! YouTube doesn’t have to pay licensing fees or make
upfront payments for content. Said another way, almost all of YouTube’s content sits off the balance sheet. It’s
contributed onto the platform by content creators—producers—who hope to gain audience and/or revenue share from
advertising.
Netﬂix, on the other hand, has more than $26 billion of “non-current content assets” on its balance sheet as of April 22,
2021. And its proﬁtability is entirely dependent on how quickly, or slowly, it depreciates those content assets. Not to
mention, after achieving positive free cash ﬂow (FCF) in 2020, the company has signaled a return to negative free cash
flow as movie production ramps up again.
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Outside of the ﬁnancials, let’s take a step back and look more broadly at the competitive landscape and what really
matters for investors: growth.
Netflix’s Competitive Landscape
Netﬂix enjoyed rapid growth for many years while it was the only game in town, growing at 30% CAGR for the last five
years. However, in 18 months’ time, that story has rapidly changed. How is it possible for such a dominant, heralded
company like Netflix to fall from grace so quickly?
Platform businesses enjoy such high valuations and margins because they can remain the only game in town. Platform
markets have a winner-take-all dynamic because they aggregate both demand and supply. When supply is fragmented,
platforms thrive. YouTube has a network of millions of content creators. It’s nearly impossible to convince a material
portion of those content creators to use another network and drop YouTube because of how network effects work. As
demand grows, so does supply, and vice versa—this is further explained in Metcalfe’s Law and Moazed’s book, Modern
Monopolies.
Many have tried to dethrone YouTube, like IAC’s Vimeo. Barry Diller, billionaire and savvy platform expert, also owns
dominant platforms in travel and home services with Expedia, Angie HomeAdvisor, Match and Tinder. Mr. Diller
intimately understands platform dynamics. For that reason, he recognized that Vimeo’s business model needed to pivot
from trying to compete directly with YouTube. Instead, Vimeo has become a linear SaaS provider of tools to content
creators—and is doing quite well with its new positioning.

Platform markets only afford one to two winners at maturity. Netﬂix is not a platform and doesn’t have supply-side
barriers to entry. That’s why more than ﬁve material competitors have not only launched in the past 18 months, but have
made serious subscriber gains in that same period of time. Just 18 months! Disney+ already has more than 90 million
subscribers. Behind Disney+, HBO Max launched in May 2020 and has more than 40 million subscribers. Peacock has
more than 30 million subscribers from Comcast. And don’t forget about the material subscriber gains for Apple TV+,
Amazon Prime Video and Paramount+ from Viacom/CBS.
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In the absence of competition exists unabated growth. Consistent, high growth is what investors reward in today’s
environment. Platform markets at maturity provide winner-take-all dynamics and therefore an absence of competition—
hence, these businesses are modern monopolies. Unfortunately for Netﬂix, its leadership never made it a priority to
evolve its business model and embrace platform dynamics as we’ve seen Spotify do in recent years.
Spotify has similar dynamics, where its supply of musicians is consolidated and not fragmented. While Spotify has huge
demand, it doesn't have supply-side barriers to entry. That is, until it embraced podcasting. Podcasting is highly
fragmented, and we’ve seen Spotify invest aggressively with Joe Rogan and other key podcasting inﬂuencers. I think this
is a great strategy and a sign of great leadership to continuously evolve the business model—unlike Netﬂix, whose
stagnant business model has the look of a one-hit wonder. Perhaps it’s a good time for Reed Hastings to transition to
greener pastures.
Please visit PLAT’s Fund detail page for its current holdings.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks, such
as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty; these risks may be enhanced in emerging,
offshore or frontier markets. Technology platform companies have signiﬁcant exposure to consumers and businesses, and
a failure to attract and retain a substantial number of such users to a company’s products, services, content or technology
could adversely affect operating results. Technological changes could require substantial expenditures by a technology
platform company to modify or adapt its products, services, content or infrastructure. Technology platform companies
typically face intense competition, and the development of new products is a complex and uncertain process. Concerns
regarding a company’s products or services that may compromise the privacy of users, or other cybersecurity concerns,
even if unfounded, could damage a company’s reputation and adversely affect operating results. Many technology
platform companies currently operate under less regulatory scrutiny, but there is signiﬁcant risk that costs associated with
regulatory oversight could increase in the future. The Fund invests in the securities included in, or representative of, its
Index regardless of their investment merit, and the Fund does not attempt to outperform its Index or take defensive
positions in declining markets. The composition of the Index is heavily dependent on quantitative and qualitative
information and data from one or more third parties, and the Index may not perform as intended. Please read the Fund’s
prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.
WisdomTree licenses data from Applico, a platform consulting business, to identify platform-based businesses.

Related Blogs
+ Discussions Around Platform Businesses and Earnings Trends
+ Our New Growth Leaders Strategy—Reintroducing the Platform Business Model
Related Funds
+ WisdomTree Cybersecurity Fund
+ WisdomTree Cloud Computing Fund
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View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Balance sheet : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a ﬁrms balance sheet and cash
available for purchasing new position.
Free Cash Flow : A measure of how much cash is left in the company after taking into account all the necessary
expenses, including net capital expenditures.
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) : The mean annual growth rate of an investment over a speciﬁed period of
time longer than one year.
Valuation : Refers to metrics that relate ﬁnancial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) : Software applications provided over a network connectio.
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